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Firm: Apologetics and the Brilliance of the Gospel argues that the gospel
satisﬁes both of these needs. It is true and rational, but it is also
inherently attractive and provides meaning and purpose. In short, the
gospel is brilliant. It is brilliant, in one sense, because of the broad variety
of evidences for its truth. But it is also brilliant given its beauty, goodness
and the meaningful life it oﬀers. The book provides up to date responses
to questions about the existence of God, the reliability of the Bible, Jesus
and the resurrection, and the problem of evil. It also treats unique topics
such as understanding truth, knowledge and faith, the claims of alternate
faiths, religious disagreement, etc. Each chapter attempts to connect
these considerations with the gospel so that we may stand ﬁrm in our
faith.
Catalogue of the Works Exhibited in the British Section of the
Exhibition [microform] Anonymous 2021-09-09 This work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Why You Act the Way You Do Tim LaHaye 2012-02-13 Readers discover
how temperament aﬀects their work, emotions, spiritual life, and
relationships and learn how to make improvements.
The Edge of Never J.A Redmerski 2013-03-12 Discover the beloved New
York Times bestseller about two lost souls who embark on an epic road
trip and ﬁnd love along the way. A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall
Street Journal bestselling blockbuster! Twenty-year-old Camryn Bennett
thought she knew exactly where her life was going. But after a wild night
at the hottest club in downtown Raleigh, North Carolina, she shocks
everyone-including herself-when she decides to leave the only life she's
ever known and set out on her own. Grabbing her purse and her cell
phone, Camryn boards a Greyhound bus ready to ﬁnd herself. Instead,
she ﬁnds Andrew Parrish. Sexy and exciting, Andrew lives life like there is
no tomorrow. He persuades Camryn to do things she never thought she
would and shows her how to give in to her deepest, most forbidden
desires. Soon he becomes the center of her daring new life, pulling love
and lust and emotion out of her in ways she never imagined possible. But
there is more to Andrew than Camryn realizes. Will his secret push them
inseparably together -- or destroy them forever?
Upon the Gardens of Epicurus William Temple 2004 Sir William Temple,
diplomat, statesman, and writer, retired to his garden in the 1680s and
wrote what has become one of the key texts, not only of gardening, but
also of the English aesthetic. It was he who introduced the idea of the
charm of irregularity, and who gave it the allegedly Chinese name
sharawaggi. The English style of landscape gardening can be traced in a
direct line to this essay, which has not been in print for over 95 years.
With God in the Crucible Peter Storey 2010-09-01 Often the church is
accused of being so embedded in the culture that eﬀective prophecy
leveled at the culture is impossible. But this book illustrates that there
was a time and a place where the church community was faithful to its
mission as the body of Christ, as church leaders led, people lifted high the
cross, and they marched into the uncertainty that still prevails. Here is a
time and place where the call to risky discipleship was answered not with
whimpers, whines, and excuses, but with the power of faithful Christians

After School Nightmare 2007 Mashiro, a hermaphrodite high school
student, joins a "special" dream class to become completely male but
faces obstacles from other students along the way.
Learning Informatica PowerCenter 9.x Rahul Malewar 2014-12-30 If you
wish to deploy Informatica in enterprise environments and make a career
in data warehousing, then this book is for you. Whether you are a
developer who's new to Informatica or an experienced professional, you
will learn all the features of Informatica. Basic knowledge of programming
and data warehouse concepts is essential.
Alice in Quantumland Robert Gilmore 1995-07-21 In this cleverly
conceived book, physicist Robert Gilmore makes accessible some
complex concepts in quantum mechanics by sending Alice to
Quantumland-a whole new Wonderland, smaller than an atom, where
each attraction demonstrates a diﬀerent aspect of quantum theory. Alice
unusual encounters, enhanced by illustrations by Gilmore himself, make
the Uncertainty Principle, wave functions, the Pauli Principle, and other
elusive concepts easier to grasp.
Women Chloe Caldwell 2019-03 'A beautiful read / a perfect primer for an
explosive lesbian aﬀair / an essential truth' Lena Dunham 'I have
meditated repeatedly on what it was about Finn that had me so
dismantled.' A young woman moves from the countryside to the
city.Inexplicably, inexorably and immediately, she falls in love with
another woman for the ﬁrst time in her life.Finn is nineteen years older
than her, wears men's clothes, has a cocky smirk of a smile - and a longterm girlfriend.With precision, wit and tenderness, Women charts the
frenzy and the fall out of love.
Victorious Eschatology Dr. Harold R. Eberle 2020-10-01 A biblically-based,
optimistic view of the future. Along with a historical perspective, this book
oﬀers a clear understanding of Matthew 24, the Book of Revelation, and
other key passages about the events to precede the return of Jesus Christ.
Satan is not going to take over this world. Jesus Christ is Lord and He will
reign until every enemy is put under His feet!
A Writer's Guide to Characterization Victoria Lynn Schmidt 2012-08-27
Develop compelling character arcs using the power of myth! In the best
novels, characters undergo dramatic changes that keep readers turning
pages. A Writer's Guide to Characterization shows you how to develop
such meaningful character arcs in your own work--stories of
transformation that will resonate with readers long after the story ends. In
this comprehensive guide, author Victoria Lynn Schmidt examines crosscultural archetypes to illustrate how they can make your work more
powerful and compelling. Plus, you'll learn how to draw from Jungian
psychology to add complexity and believability to your characters.
Schmidt also provides: 40 lessons on character development (with
examples from well-known ﬁlms and novels) that you can apply to your
own work Questionnaires and exercises to help you select male and
female archetypes and adapt them to your story 15 classic animal
archetypes (including the coyote, snake, tiger, and butterﬂy) you can use
to build convincing character proﬁles With A Writer's Guide to
Characterization, you'll have the information you need to infuse the
development of your characters with drama and authenticity.
A Life Less Ordinary John Hodge 1997 From the author of the
TRAINSPOTTING and SHALLOW GRAVE screenplays, a novel about the
unpredictable course of fate. An aspiring novelist meets a rich woman
with a slender grip on the real world. They are ill-matched but become
lovers, with a little help from the archangel Gabriel. Tied to the release of
a Hollywood feature ﬁlm.
Stand Firm Paul Gould 2018-11 In an age of skepticism and
disenchantment, people long for something that satisﬁes our mind's
search for truth and our heart's desire for beauty and meaning. Stand
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living out their call. This book illustrates what it can mean to faithfully
answer the call to discipleship and God's service. Many people wonder if
they would be able to stand up for their faith if it meant great personal
sacriﬁce or the sacriﬁce of people they love. They wonder what they
would risk for their faith, if anything. In the United States where
cost/beneﬁt analysis is a popular way to assess risk, many Christians
wonder if they might not have to stand alone, because too many see the
risks as too costly. As suggested by the title, this book draws upon a
collection of sermons and addresses given by Peter Storey in a variety of
contexts between 1966 and 1993. The original audiences ranged from the
all-white Central Methodist Church in Johannesburg, to the South African
Council of Churches, to the nation of South Africa, and to the world. All of
these sermons and addresses are directly related to speciﬁc historical
events: security police confrontations, beatings, and tear-gassings in
churches around the country of South Africa; an imposed State of
Emergency; the murder of 14-year-old Stompie Sepie by Winnie Mandela's
thugs; and the violent jockeying for power between Mandela's African
National Congress, Chief Mangosutho Buthelizi's Inkatha Movement, and
F. W. de Klerk's regime. The book oﬀers the full perspective of what it
means to speak truth, empower people to stand for the truth, and to
pastor souls during times when living truth seems almost impossible. Key
Features: 1. Foreword by Desmond Tutu 2. 15 chapters, each including a
brief description of the original context, the sermon and its connection
with the present, and a prayer 3. Epilogue by Will Willimon
The Painter's Methods and Materials Arthur Pillans Laurie 2020-07-14 “The
Painter's Method and Materials” is a comprehensive guide to all things
painting, dealing with everything from how to use use pigments in
tempera to water-colour, mural painting, the theories of light and colour,
and much more. This timeless volume will prove to be an invaluable
resource for painters both new and old, and it would make for a
marvellous addition to collections of allied literature. Contents include:
“The Mediums Used in Painting”, “The Written Evidence on Early Painting
Methods in Oil”, “Wood Panels and Canvas”, “The Pigments Used in
Painting (contd.)”, “The Behaviour of White Light”, “Colour and the
Prism”, “Linseed Oil, Walnut Oil, and Poppy Oil”, “How to Paint Oil
Pictures”, etc. Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce
and expensive. We are republishing this volume now in an aﬀordable,
modern, high-quality edition complete with a specially-commissioned new
the original text and artwork.
EMMC2 A. Bertram 1998
Piano Majesty Marilynn Ham 1988-11-01 From respected performer and
arranger Marilynn Ham, seasonal solos for Thanksgiving, Christmas, and
Easter that are highly musical and expressive.
Wyoming Strong Diana Palmer 2014-10-28 New York Times and USA
TODAY bestselling author DIANA PALMER returns with a ﬁery new couple!
Wolf Patterson and Sara Brandon are archenemies from ages ago, but
mischievous fate has brought the tall rancher with the pale blue eyes
together with the dark-haired beauty—on nearby Wyoming and Texas
ranches. At ﬁrst, sparks ﬂy, but despite Wolf's misguided notions about
the spirited Sara and her indignance over the assorted injustices he has
thrown her way, a truce—of sorts—forms. Suddenly Sara notices Wolf's
face, while not conventionally handsome, draws her like no other man has
ever attracted her. And Wolf sees into the vulnerable soul that Sara hides
from the rest of the world. They are two passionate people with a talent
for falling out. Will love be the spark they need to create what they both
want the most…a family?
The Sixth Station Linda Stasi 2013-12-01 Some say Demiel ben Yusef is
the world's most dangerous terrorist, personally responsible for bombings
and riots that have claimed the lives of thousands. Others insist he is a
man of peace, a miracle worker, and possibly even the Son of God. His
trial in New York City for crimes against humanity attracts scores of
protestors, as well as media and religious leaders from around the world.
Cynical reporter Alessandra Russo heads to the UN hoping for a piece of
the action, but soon becomes entangled in controversy and suspicion
when ben Yusef singles her out for attention among all other reporters. As
Alessandra begins digging into ben Yusef's past, she is already in more
danger than she knows—and when she is falsely accused of murder
during her investigation, she is forced to ﬂee New York. On the run from
unknown enemies, Alessandra ﬁnds herself on the trail of a global
conspiracy and a story that could shake the world to its foundations. Is
Demiel ben Yusef the Second Coming or the Antichrist? The truth may lie
in the secret history of the Holy Family, a group of Templars who deﬁed
the church, and a mysterious relic stained with the sacred blood of Christ
Himself.
The Modern Library Writer's Workshop Stephen Koch 2009-05-14
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“Make [your] characters want something right away—even if it’s only a
glass of water. Characters paralyzed by the meaninglessness of modern
life still have to drink water from time to time.” —Kurt Vonnegut “‘The cat
sat on the mat’ is not the beginning of a story, but ‘the cat sat on the
dog’s mat’ is.” —John Le Carré Nothing is more inspiring for a beginning
writer than listening to masters of the craft talk about the writing life. But
if you can’t get Vladimir Nabokov, Virginia Woolf, and Gabriel García
Márquez together at the Algonquin, The Modern Library Writer’s Workshop
gives you the next best thing. Stephen Koch, former chair of Columbia
University’s graduate creative writing program, presents a unique guide
to the craft of ﬁction. Along with his own lucid observations and
commonsense techniques, he weaves together wisdom, advice, and
inspiring commentary from some of our greatest writers. Taking you from
the moment of inspiration (keep a notebook with you at all times), to
writing a ﬁrst draft (do it quickly! you can always revise later), to ﬁguring
out a plot (plot always serves the story, not vice versa), Koch is a
benevolent mentor, glad to dispense sound advice when you need it
most. The Modern Library Writer’s Workshop belongs on every writer’s
shelf, to be picked up and pored over for those moments when the muse
needs a little help ﬁnding her way.
Nudes Elle Nash 2021-04 Fiction. Women's Studies. Short Stories.
Beginning with a story of an ex sex-worker drifting through a small rural
town in the south, and ending with a young woman's wedding night, who
learns from her new husband what it takes to kill a man, Nash writes
across the complications of working class women, rendering their desires
with visceral prose and psychologically dissecting the fundamental root
that threads her work: craving and the conﬂicts within.
Unworthy Anneli Rufus 2014-05-15 “Self-loathing is a dark land studded
with booby traps. Fumbling through its dark underbrush, we cannot see
what our trouble actually is: that we are mistaken about ourselves. That
we were told lies long ago that we, in love and loyalty and fear, believed.
Will we believe ourselves to death?” —from Unworthy As someone who
has struggled with low self-esteem her entire life, Anneli Rufus knows only
too well how the world looks through the eyes of those who are not
comfortable in their own skin. In Unworthy, Rufus boldly explores how a
lack of faith in ourselves can turn us into our own worst enemies. Drawing
on extensive research, enlightening interviews, and her own poignant
experiences, Rufus considers the question: What personal, societal,
biological, and historical factors coalesced to spark this secret epidemic,
and what can be done to put a stop to it? She reveals the underlying
sources of low self-esteem and leads us through strategies for positive
change.
Directors Tell the Story Bethany Rooney 2016-04-14 Move over, movies:
the freshest storytelling today is on television, where the multi-episodic
format is used for rich character development and innovative story arcs.
Directors Tell the Story, Second Edition oﬀers rare insight and advice
straight from two A-list television directors whose credits include NCIS,
NCIS New Orleans, Nashville, Criminal Minds and many more. Here, in one
volume, learn everything you need to know to become an excellent
director, not merely a good one. Covering everything through prep, shoot,
and post, the authors oﬀer practical instruction on how to craft a creative
vision, translate a script into a visual story, establish and maintain the
look and feel of a television show or ﬁlm, lead the cast and crew, keep a
complex operation running on time and on budget, and eﬀectively
oversee editing and post-production. Directors Tell the Story provides
behind-the-scenes access to the secrets of successful directors, as well as
exercises that use original scripted material. This newly updated edition
features: All-new "From the Experts" sections with insider info known only
to working professionals Proﬁles of top ﬁlm and TV luminaries with advice
and tips Additional „How I Got My First Job" stories from directors
currently in the trenches Useful instruction to help you put directing
techniques into practice A companion website featuring directing tutorials
and video interviews with the authors Bethany Rooney has directed over
two hundred episodes of prime-time network shows, including NCIS, The
Originals, Nashville, NCIS New Orleans, and Criminal Minds. She teaches
the Warner Brothers Directing Workshop and serves on numerous
committees at the Directors Guild of America. Mary Lou Belli is a two-time
Emmy Award winning producer, writer, and director as well as the author
of two books. She directed NCIS New Orleans, Monk, Hart of Dixie, The
Game, Girlfriends, and The Wizards of Waverly Place. She teaches
directing at USC’s School of Cinematic Arts.
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 2021-01-01 "Having been born
a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty
in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and
sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of
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January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested
that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the
public." -an excerpt
The Complete Guide to Figure Drawing for Comics and Graphic Novels
Dan Cooney 2012 Suitable for all abilities, from complete beginners to
experienced artists. Covers all essential elements of making sequential
art, including concept and composition, characters and backgrounds,
expressions, emotion, atmosphere and action. This book gives
A Dominant Fallen Lena Black 2014-10-31 Gabrielle Hyde and Damian
Hunt were ready to create a life together. But, as determined as they
were to build a future, the demons they fought to overcome were just as
determined to destroy it.As Hunt struggled to ﬁnd the strength to trust
Elle with his past, it abruptly collided with the present, forcing Elle to
make the decision to walk away from the love of her life and, possibly, her
only chance at true happiness.As the two attempt to ﬁnd their footing, a
dark secret larger than either Damian or Elle could have imagined lurks in
the shadows, waiting to make itself known...Will their love survive? Will
Elle's desire to protect Damian from their shattered pasts tear them apart,
or will it make them stronger? Will Damian ﬁnd his way back to his heart,
or will he remain...A Dominant Fallen
Your Hands Can Heal You Master Stephen Co 2007-11-01 What if one of
the most eﬀective tools you have to restore your health is not surgery or
medications, but your own hands? Incredibly, your hands can heal you -with the "energy medicine" of Pranic Healing. A powerful system that is
rapidly increasing in popularity, Pranic Healing works with your own
natural, vital energy -- which is also called prana -- to accelerate your
body's innate self-healing ability. Amazingly easy to learn and apply,
Pranic Healing uses a series of powerful but simple methods to generate
energy, including non-touch hand movements; energetic hygiene, the
practice of keeping your personal energy tank clean and full; breathing;
and brief meditations. Using these unique techniques, you can identify,
clear, and purify unhealthy, imbalanced energy and replace it with fresh
energy that helps your body heal itself from a wide range of physical,
psychological, and emotional symptoms and disorders. A self-healing
guide for 24 ailments, including physical and sports injuries, chronic
arthritis, irritable bowel syndrome, insomnia, hypertension, headaches,
backaches, congestion and colds, menstrual cramps, even depression and
stress-related disorders, is included. With step-by-step instructions, line
drawings, and numerous real-life medical stories, Your Hands Can Heal
You demonstrates and explains a revolutionary program that anyone can
use to harness the energy of body, mind, and breath to produce health
and facilitate repair. Personally trained by Grand Master Choa Kok Sui,
who developed Pranic Healing, the authors, Master Co and Dr. Robins,
provide the same detailed guidance in Your Hands Can Heal You as in the
popular Pranic Healing workshops. Additionally, they present, for the ﬁrst
time in any book, the Grandmaster's special modiﬁcations to the
breathing practices that can dramatically increase your power and energy
and rejuvenate and balance your physical, emotional, mental, and
spiritual body. This exciting new mind-body heath reference proves that
you can heal yourself -- with your own two hands.
Divorce Sucks Mary Jo Eustace 2009-09-18 Hock the platinum. Take
down the vacation photos. Cancel the joint checking account. There's no
question . . . Divorce Sucks. And perhaps no one knows that better than
author Mary Jo Eustace, whose ex-husband Dean McDermott married Tori
Spelling a mere thirty days after their divorce was ﬁnalized. One part tellall and one part guide to get readers on their feet after a bitter breakup,
this hilarious addition to the bestselling Sucks series tells everything
readers don’t want to know about divorce - from what a phone call with a
lawyer will cost; to how to handle your newer, younger replacement; to
what Hollywood divorcees are actually thinking when they watch their ex
walk the red carpet with a millionairess. Sometimes horrifying, sometimes
gratifying, and never merciful, this book will give readers an inside look at
one of today’s most public divorces while reminding them - hey, it could
always be worse.
Aghora Robert E. Svoboda 1993
When Worlds Collide in Manufacturing Operations Charlie Giﬀord 2011
Book 2.0 is the second collection of public methodology white papers from
the ISA-95/MESA Best Practices Working Group. The methodology white
papers focus on applying the ISA-95 standards to accelerate the adoption
of Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) systems and the
Manufacturing 2.0 Architecture (Mfg 2.0) approach. There is a focus on
how to build a Manufacturing Transformation Strategy where
manufacturers discover that using MOM systems combined with
continuous improvement methods dramatically accelerate transformation
and time-to-beneﬁt. The business beneﬁts from optimizing operations are
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realized by structuring plant workﬂows in ISA-95 models as a common
deﬁnition foundation for Mfg 2.0 architecture. This enforces eﬀective data
structure, deﬁnition, integrity and governance across manufacturing
applications. Book 2.0 explains how to implement ISA-95 workﬂow
applications in Mfg 2.0 to execute operations tasks through the MOM and
physical process levels while coordinating them to streamline plant
operations and align those operations with ever-changing supply chain
processes.
Research Elaine R. Monsen 2007-09 Evidence-based practice depends on
well-designed, well-executed research. Now in its second edition, this
highly respected guide to dietetics research has been written and edited
by the foremost experts in the ﬁeld. As a guide, this book is invaluable to
new and experienced researchers alike. As a reference, Research:
Successful Approaches provides practical observations that will make
research accessible to all readers.
Positive Lightning Laurie Salzler 2014-12-15 Kate Winter teaches dog
owners how to train their canine companions. During her spare time,
accompanied by her Lab, Dakota, she explores the woods and beaches on
foot or horseback. She's worried that something's happening in her
relationship, but she can't get her girlfriend Trish to talk to her about it.
Faith Hutchins recently lost her sight after a terrible outdoor accident.
She's dealt with her anger, depression, and blindness primarily on her
own. A seeing-eye dog would help alleviate her reliance on anyone else,
but the guide dog school has been unsuccessful in providing her with one.
On a mission to ﬁnd someone who will train a dog speciﬁcally for her, she
ultimately zeroes in on Kate. They say lightning never strikes the same
place twice. But positive lightning is notoriously unpredictable and can
ignite a ﬁre when and where least expected . . . no matter who's in its
path."
Gregg College Keyboarding & Document Processing (GDP),
Lessons 1-60, Student Text Scot Ober 2001-07-05 The ninth edition of
this industry leader provides a highly ﬂexible format on CD-ROM and 3.5"
disks that will work with your current computer setup. New content
reﬂecting changing technology and workplace needs is presented in fourcolor, side-spiral bound texts. Multiple software enhancements and a
ﬂexible Web-Based Instructor Management Web site support the
program's strong content. The software, textbook, and manuals are
integrated to provide students with a total learning experience.
Instructors will appreciate the ﬂexibility of using a program that can be
successfully implemented in a variety of classroom environments.
Architecture of Oblivion Andreas Schönle 2011
Media Violence and Children Douglas A. Gentile 2003 Presents a collection
of essays on the role media violence plays in a child's development and
behavior.
Webs of Inﬂuence Nathalie Nahai 2012-12-14 As legions of businesses
scramble to set up virtual-shop, we face an unprecedented level of
competition to win over and keep new customers online. At the forefront
of this battleground is your ability to connect with your customers, nurture
your relationships and understand the psychology behind what makes
them click. In this book The Web Psychologist, Nathalie Nahai, expertly
draws from the worlds of psychology, neuroscience and behavioural
economics to bring you the latest developments, cutting edge techniques
and fascinating insights that will lead to online success. Webs of Inﬂuence
delivers the tools you need to develop a compelling, inﬂuential and
proﬁtable online strategy which will catapult your business to the next
level – with dazzling results.
You Have To Stop This Pseudonymous Bosch 2012-06-01 Do you want
to ﬁnally, conclusively, and at (very) long last, learn the Secret? Are you
REALLY sure? Because now's your chance to escape... No? You're staying
put? Have you any idea of what lies between these perilous pages? (How
could you? ... except perhaps if you were to smell that faint aroma of
musty mummy, or catch a glance of the deviously despicable Lord
Pharaoh). Well, if you really want to learn the Secret I suppose you'll HAVE
to read this. But you won't like it. The ﬁfth and ﬁnal fantastical adventure
in the 'Secret' series in which Cass, Max-Ernest and Yo-Yoji are accused of
stealing a very-valuable-and-not-to-be-touched ancient Egyptian mummy
from the local museum. They are determined to clear their names, but
after getting accidentally trapped in a crate with a mummiﬁed cat, the
three youngest members of the Terces society unwittingly ﬁnd
themselves on their way to the great pyramids of...Las Vegas. Amongst
the dusty corridors of the Cairo Hotel and mysterious hieroglyphs of the
Nile Nail Salon, Cass draws ever closer to uncovering the Secret...
How Does a Poem Mean? John Ciardi 1975 Explains the basic elements
of poetry, and groups poems to encourage an analysis of similarities and
diﬀerences
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Tropical Plant Science G. K. Berrie 1987
Writing the Natural Way Gabriele L. Rico 1983 Shows all writers how
eﬀective writing can beas natural as telling a story to a friend, and as
easy as daydreaming.
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The Essence of Compilers Robin Hunter 1998 The compiler tools
covered within this text are Lex and YACC, whose uses are shown both
through examples concerned with compiler construction and examples
concerned with other syntax-directed tools, such as simple measurement
tools to evaluate source-code metrics.
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